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Summer   Session   1:   APIMEDA   Course   List   
  

Courses   listed   are   a   partial   listing   of   courses   that   APIMEDA   Programs   and   
Services   is   aware   of   that   are   offered   during   Summer   Session   I   in   2021.   Please   

check   with   the   Departments   to   confirm   offerings   and   other   course   information.   
    
Anthropology   

● ANTH   21.   Race   and   Racisms     
○ Why   does   racism   still   matter?   How   is   racism   experienced   in   the   United   

States   and   across   the   globe?   With   insights   from   the   biology   of   human   
variation,   archaeology,   colonial   history,   and   sociocultural   anthropology,   we   
examine   how   notions   of   race   and   ethnicity   structure   contemporary   
societies.     

● ANTH   23.   Debating   Multiculturalism:   Race,   Ethnicity,   and   Class   in   American   
Societies     

○ This   course   focuses   on   the   debate   about   multiculturalism   in   American   
society.   It   examines   the   interaction   of   race,   ethnicity,   and   class,   historically   
and   comparatively,   and   considers   the   problem   of   citizenship   in   relation   to   
the   growing   polarization   of   multiple   social   identities.   

  
Communication   

● COMM   114D.   CSI:   New   Media,   Youth,   and   Democracy   
○ Does   “new   media”   deliver   on   its   promise   to   expand   access   to   public   

participation?   We   will   analyze,   produce,   and   counter   narratives   about   
media,   youth,   and   democracy.   The   course   should   interest   students   who   
care   about   politics,   human   development,   community   engagement,   or   
human   computer   interaction.   

  
Critical   Gender   Studies   

● CGS   105.   Queer   Theory     
○ Examines   the   different   methodologies   and   disciplinary   histories   that   

together   constitute   the   interdisciplinary   project   called   queer   studies.   Of   
particular   interest   will   be   how   these   different   methodologies   and   history   
construe   and   construct   the   relations   between   gender,   race,   class,   and   
nation.     

●    CGS   112.   Sexuality   and   Nation     
○   (Cross-listed   with   ETHN   127.)   This   course   explores   the   nexus   of   sex,   

race,   ethnicity,   gender,   and   nation   and   considers   their   influence   on   identity,   
sexuality,   migration   movement   and   borders,   and   other   social,   cultural,   and   
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political   issues   that   these   constructs   affect.    Prerequisites:    upper-division   
standing   or   consent   of   instructor.   

● CGS   150.   Visuality,   Sexuality,   and   Race     
○ (Cross-listed   with   ETHN   150.)   Examines   the   role   of   the   visual   in   power   

relations;   the   production   of   what   we   see   regarding   race   and   sexuality;   the   
interconnected   history   of   the   caste   system,   plantation   slavery,   visuality   
and   contemporary   society;   decolonial   and   queer   counternarratives   to   
visuality.     

Ethnic   Studies   
● ETHN   113.   Decolonizing   Education     

○ This   course   considers   decolonial   theories   of   education   in   relation   to   
classroom   pedagogy,   focusing   on   US   urban   high   schools.   

  
Rady   School   of   Management   

● MGT   18GS.   Managing   Diverse   Teams    
○ The   modern   workplace   includes   people   different   in   culture,   gender,   age,   

language,   religion,   education,   and   more.   Students   will   learn   why   diverse   
teams   make   better   decisions   and   are   often   integral   to   the   success   of   
organizations.   Topics   include   challenges   of   diversity,   and   the   impact   of   
emotional,   social,   and   cultural   intelligence   on   team   success.   Content   will   
include   significant   attention   to   the   experiences   of   Asian   Americans   and   
African   Americans   as   members   and   leaders   of   such   diverse   teams.     
  

Political   Science   
● POLI   100H.   Race   and   Ethnicity   in   American   Politics   

○ This   course   examines   the   processes   by   which   racial   and   ethnic   groups   
have/have   not   been   incorporated   into   the   American   political   system.   The   
course   focuses   on   the   political   experiences   of   European   immigrant   
groups,   blacks,   Latinos,   and   Asians.   


